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X-21/2051
COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN ENGLISH–202
(Semester–II)
Time : Three Hours]
Note

%

[Maximum Marks : 60

Attempt two questions each from Section A and B
carrying 10 marks each and the entire Section C
consisting of 10 short answer type questions carrying
2 marks each.
SECTION–A

I.

What are the various stages which should be followed while
writing a well-organised paragraph?

II.

Do as directed :
(a) Change the following sentences into Indirect Speech :
(i) She said to him, "Where did you find it?"
(ii) He said to me, "We should always speak the
truth."
(iii) The boy said, "You don't know much."
(b) Rewrite the following sentences as Assertive
Sentences :
(iv) Can you please everybody?
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(v) What a dreadful sight!
(vi) Who does not love his motherland?
(c) Fill in the blanks with suitable connectors :
(vii) He could not walk .............. he was badly tired.
(viii) We went out .............. the cold weather.
(ix) Work hard .............. you will not pass.
(x) I must help her .............. she is ill.
III.

Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper about the evil of
smoking in public transport.

IV.

Discuss the essential features of script writing for
announcement or compering an event.
(2×10=20)
SECTION–B

V.

Discuss the basic fundamentals of Broadcasting.

VI.

Write a detailed note on TV Network in India.

VII. What is the role of language in society?
VIII. Elaborate upon the importance of language in
communication.
(2×10=20)
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SECTION–C
IX.

Attempt all the questions :
(a) What is the role of media in communication?
(b) Discuss briefly the essential features of writing a
report.
(c) Use the following words as noun and verb :
(i) Act.
(ii) Call.
(d) What is the significance of Ellipsis?
(e) Do as directed :
(i) Life is a bed of thorns. (Rewrite the sentence
into negative)
(ii) I have read this book. (Change the Voice)
(f)

What do you mean by the term 'style'?

(g) Give the meanings of the following idioms and use
them in meaningful sentences :
(i) To beat about the bush.
(ii) Bag and baggage.
(h) Define paraphrasing.
(i)

What do you mean by the term 'register'?
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(j)

Give one word substitute for each of the following :
(i) One who look at the bright side of things.
(ii) A collection of poems.
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(10×2=20)

